AFFEC TED PRODUCTS:

This product change notification applies to the following FALCOM devices:

- **FOX3 Series** (all versions)
- **FOX3-3G Series** (all versions)
- **FOX3-4G Series** (all versions)

CHANGE DESCRIPTION:

The following changes have been made to the FALCOM products listed on the Affected Products.

- Remove of the RS485 interface from the standard, instead the affected products (except LITE models which have only 1 x RS232 interface) will always have 2 x RS232 interfaces. The RS485 interface can also be ordered as a CPS product, MOQ = MSQ = 1000 pcs.
- Integration of a dual RS232 transceiver as an alternative to the existing transceivers to increase delivery flexibility, since delivery times for components in the meantime are up to 60 weeks.

SCHEDULE OF CHANGE:

This hardware option will be phased out:

- **Last time buy:** September 15th 2017
- **Last time delivery:** October 15th 2017